
10th International Conference on Deep and High Stress Mining
24–26 September 2024  | Montreal, Canada 
Underground mining continues to progress at deeper levels and industry is now extracting mineral reserves 
at depth that previously would have been considered unmineable. Deep mining is a very technical and 
challenging environment. A high level of understanding and technically sound approaches are essential to deal 
with the significant geotechnical challenges of deep and high stress mining, and best practice and innovation 
need to be implemented.
This conference provides a forum for deep mining professionals to share research, ideas and experiences in 
order to help improve safety and productivity in the industry.

acgdeepmining.com

• Perth, 2017
• Sudbury, 2014
• Perth, 2012
• Santiago, 2010
• Perth, 2007
• Quebec City, 2006
• Johannesburg, 2004
• Perth, 2002 

Previous Deep Mining Events

Deep Mining 2024

Abstracts are 
due 1 April 
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MONDAY | 23 SEPTEMBER TUESDAY | 24 SEPTEMBER WEDNESDAY | 25 SEPTEMBER THURSDAY | 26 SEPTEMBER

mXrap User Case 
Studies for Mines 

Seminar
Deep Mining 2024 | Montreal, Canada

Conference Dinner

Conference Themes
• Geotechnical and financial risk assessment and management
• Numerical and empirical design and analysis
• Rock mass response to mining (from dynamic response to 

squeezing ground)
• Ground support 
• Dealing with groundwater 
• Blasting 
• Case studies (success stories as well as failures)
• Occupational health and safety 
• VentilationConference Co-chairs

Dr Patrick Andrieux
Principal Engineer
A2GC

Dr Daniel Cumming-Potvin
Project Lead - mXrap Development
Australian Centre for Geomechanics

http://www.acg.uwa.edu.au


□ Attendee □ Speaker □ Sponsor/Exhibitor

* denotes mandatory field

*Name ...................................................................................................

*Position ...............................................................................................

*Organisation ......................................................................................

Mine/Department ..............................................................................

*Address ...............................................................................................

................................................................................................................ 

*Country ...............................................................................................

*Preferred Phone ............................................................................... 

*Email .................................................................................................................

Please note this is not a registration for the event. 

Please submit your expression of interest to:
Australian Centre for Geomechanics
The University of Western Australia

35 Stirling Highway (M600)
CRAWLEY  WA  6009  AUSTRALIA

Ph:  +61 8 6488 3300 
info-acg@uwa.edu.au  |  acg.uwa.edu.au

Deep Mining 2024 
Canada

Expression of Interest
Course code: 2465 

acgdeepmining.com

The Ground Support for 
underground mines book is 
available for purchase online 
at acg.uwa.edu.au/shop/gsso 
along with many other 
ACG underground mining 
publications. 

Professional development hours
Participation in this event may contribute towards your 
professional development accreditation. The ACG makes 
no guarantee of this and recommends you contact your 
respective professional organisation/s. 

Call for paper reviewers
The ACG is calling for technical paper reviewers for this 
conference. Please contact publications-acg@uwa.edu.au 
to express your interest.

Online Repository of Conference 
Proceedings 
Since 2005, the ACG has published 
highly technical conference papers 

across the geotechnical mining spectrum, including 
underground and open pit mining, paste, thickened 
and filtered tailings, and mine closure. This repository 
aims to provide the mining geomechanics fraternity 
with open access, peer-reviewed conference papers 
that may assist readers to maintain and develop their 
skills, knowledge and capabilities. View the wide 
range of underground mining papers available at 
papers.acg.uwa.edu.au 

Sponsorship opportunities are available 
for this event. Contact the ACG at 

events-acg@uwa.edu.au for details.

http://www.acg.uwa.edu.au
http://papers.acg.uwa.edu.au

